Prairie State Park

LOCATION: Barton County
NUMBER OF ACRES: 3,955.26
ACRES IN ACTIVE STEWARDSHIP: 3,542
NUMBER OF FULL-TIME STAFF: 4
NUMBER OF PART-TIME STAFF: 10
VOLUNTEER HOURS: 43
2019 ATTENDANCE: 33,571
MILES OF TRAIL: 16.5

NUMBER OF STRUCTURES: 7
MILES OF ROADWAYS: 1.34
NUMBER OF PROGRAMS PRESENTED: 157
STATE SALES TAX PAID: $251.86
LOCAL SALES TAX PAID: $89.42
TOTAL SALES TAX: $341.28

SMALL MAINTENANCE & REPAIR BUDGET: $11,200.00
ANNUAL BUDGET: $263,616.00

NUMBER OF CAMPING NIGHTS SOLD: 156
NUMBER OF CAMPSITES: 4
NUMBER OF OVERNIGHT GUESTS: 416
CAMPING NIGHTS SOLD BY ZIP CODE: >>>>>>>>


Map Disclaimer:
Although the data in this data set have been compiled by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources, no warranty, expressed or implied, is made by the Department as to the accuracy of the data and related materials. The act of distribution shall not constitute any such warranty, and no responsibility is assumed by the Department in the use of these data or related materials.
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Making Missouri Memories

* All numbers through December 2019  † Information includes park and concession-run operations  ** Estimated park and concession sales tax paid